ABSTRACT Most code clone detection approaches identify clones via static source code analysis. Such approaches are effective and efficient in detecting lexically similar clones. However, they are less effective in detecting semantic clones that are similar in functionality but different in implementation. As an initial try to detect semantic clones, in this paper, we propose a test-based approach to detecting methods that are semantically equivalent to API methods. For a given method m, we generate its test cases automatically and search for semantically equivalent API methods by running the generated test cases. If two methods generate the same output on each of the test cases, they are taken as semantically equivalent methods. One of the weakness of test-based clone detection is that it is often time consuming. To reduce the time complexity, we take the following measures. First, we focus on methods instead of arbitrary fragments. Second, for a given method, we only compare it against such API methods whose signatures are highly similar to that of the given method. We evaluate the proposed approach on 10 well-known applications. Evaluation results suggest that it is efficient and accurate, and its precision is up to 98%.
I. INTRODUCTION
Code clones refer to the identical or similar code fragments [1] . Code clones may result in a series of problems for software maintenance and evolution [2] . First, it may result in incomplete fixing of defeats occurring in multiple clone fragments [3] . To completely fix such kind of defeats, developers have to identify and fix all clone fragments containing the defeats [4] . However, clone fragments distributed in different files may be challenging to identify [5] . Second, it is tedious and time consuming to modify (in a similar way ) a number of clone fragments.
To reduce the negative impact of code clones, different approaches have been proposed to detect clones [6] , to remove clones [7] , or to manage clones [8] . Clone detection is to find out code fragments that are highly similar to each other [9] . Efficient and effective clone detection algorithms serve as the basis for clone management or clone removal. Consequently, code clone detection is one of the hot research directions in the field of software engineering. Carter et al. [10] divide code clones into four types: Type-1, Type-2, Type-3 and Type-4. Type-1 clones (exact clone) refer to identical code fragments. Type-2 clones (renamed clone) refer to similar fragments that are identical except for slight difference in identifier names. Type-3 clones (near-miss clone) refer to similar fragments that have significant difference in structures. Type-4 clones (semantic clone) refer to fragments that are semantically equivalent but lexically different. These definitions are widely used [11] - [15] . Most of the existing approaches focus on the detection of the first three types of code clones (also called syntactic clones [16] ) because such clones can be easily detected by comparing syntactic features (e.g., tokens) [17] . However, semantic similar code is highly unlikely to be syntactically similar [18] , and they are prevalent in practice [19] . Juergens et al. report that the existing clone detection approaches cannot identify more than 1% of semantic redundancy [18] . Most of differences between functionally similar clones are beyond the capabilities of current clone detection approaches [20] . Only a few studies target on semantic clone detection because it is challenging to compare the functionality of programs effectively. The detection of Type-4 clones involve complex and difficult semantic analysis, making the detection challenging. As a result, how to detect such clones effectively remains an open problem.
To this end, in this paper we propose a test-based approach to detecting semantically equivalent code fragments. We generate test cases for involved code fragments, run each of the test cases on different fragments, and compare their results. If two fragments generate the same output for each of the test cases, we report them as semantically equivalent fragments.
One of the weakness of test-based clone detection is that it is time-consuming: running a large number of test cases is often time and resource consuming. To reduce the complexity, as an initial try, we focus on methods that are semantically similar to JDK methods. JDK (Java SE Development Kit) is the core of Java, including the Java runtime environment, Java tools, and the Java foundation Class library. Such methods are well designed and well tested. Consequently, if developers happen to create a semantically equivalent method, they had better replace it with the equivalent JDK method to improve software quality.
Besides limiting the approach to JDK method only, we take the following measures to reduce the complexity. First, for a given method m, we compare it against only a small set of JDK methods that syntactically match m. If two methods share the same return type as well as the same parameters list, they are syntactically matching. We ignore methods with void return type or empty parameter list. On average, this syntax-based filtration can exclude 99% of the JDK methods for further comparison, which dramatically reduces the time complexity. Second, we exclude those methods for further comparison whose method names are lexically dissimilar to that of the given method m. On average, it can further reduce the number of JDK methods to be compared by 93%. Finally, we only run part of the generated test cases while comparing two potentially equivalent methods. We stop the comparison whenever the two methods generate different results on the same test case, or the test suites satisfy the termination criterion of branch coverage. Evaluation results in Section IV suggest that 54% (= 2,417/4,497) of the potentially equivalent methods are killed by their first test case. All such measures together significantly reduce the time and resource needed by the proposed approach, and thus makes the approach practical.
The paper makes the following contributions:
• A test-based approach to detecting methods that are semantically equivalent to JDK methods.
• Evaluation of the proposed approach on open-source applications whose results suggest that the proposed approach is effective and efficient. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II illustrates how the proposed approach can detect the semantically equivalent methods with a motivating example. Section III proposes the approach of test-based clone detection. Section IV presents an evaluation of the proposed approach on ten well-known open-source applications. Section V discusses the limitation of the proposed approach. Section VI presents a review of related research. Section VII provides conclusions and potential future work. 
II. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
A motivating example is presented in Fig.1 . The method on the top, objectEquals, comes from the open-source application Vuze. 1 Its functionality is to determine whether two objects are equivalent. The method on the bottom is a Java API method, equals. It accomplishes the same functionality as objectEquals. Method equals is much shorter and easier to read. Consequently, the method objectEquals should be replaced with the JDK method equals to improve the maintainability [21] .
However, it is challenging to find out the semantic equivalence automatically between the two methods. Existing approaches, e.g., PMD [22] , fail to find out the equivalence because such approaches detect clones based on lexical similarity or structural similarity between code fragments whereas the two methods are dissimilar in both tokens and structures.
To find out whether there is a JDK method that is semantically equivalent to objectEquals, the proposed approach works as follows. First, according to the signature of objectEquals, the proposed approach retrieves 29 JDK methods whose signatures are highly similar to that of objectEquals. Such methods have the same return type (boolean), and the same parameter list including the number of parameters as well as the parameter types, regardless the order of the parameter list. Second, among such 29 JDK methods, the proposed approach picks out 9 for further confirmation whose method names are lexically similar to objectEquals. Finally, the approach decides whether objectEquals is semantically equivalent to any of the 9 JDK methods based on test cases. The test-based evaluation is conducted as following:
• Generate test cases (TC) automatically for method objectEquals.
• Run TC on method objectEquals and record the results (RS).
• For each of the 9 JDK methods, run TC on it and compare the results against RS. Based on the evaluation, we find that equals is semantically equivalent to objectEquals because on all test cases (branch coverage) they lead to the same results. 
III. APPROACH
In this section, we present a test-based approach to identify methods that could be replaced with semantically equivalent JDK methods. An overview of the proposed approach is presented in Section III-A, and the details are presented in the following subsections.
A. OVERVIEW
An overview of the proposed approach is presented in Fig.2 . The input of the approach includes the JDK library and a method from subject applications. The output, if any, is a JDK method that is semantically equivalent to the given method.
For each method m in the given subject application, the approach works as follows:
• First, we retrieve all JDK methods (noted as MS 1 ) that are syntactically matching m.
• Second, we select those methods (noted as MS 2 from MS 1 that are lexically similar to m.
• Third, we generate test cases for m, and compare the equivalence between m and each method from MS 2 by running the resulting test cases. The first two steps filter out most of the JDK methods and select only a small number of JDK methods for further comparison (test-based comparison). Although the filtration may miss some semantically equivalent methods, it can significantly reduce the time complexity of the proposed approach, which makes it practical to detect semantically equivalent methods by running test cases.
The details of the steps are presented in the following subsections.
B. PREPROCESSING
We extract methods from the subject applications that may be replaced with some API methods. In this paper, we focus on the detection of methods that are independent of instance variables. We focus on such methods because of the following reasons. 
C. INITIAL SELECTION OF API METHODS
For each of the methods from subject applications (noted as m), we select a small set of JDK methods that are both syntactically matching and lexically similar to m. The selection of candidate JDK methods is critical for the performance (time complexity) of the proposed approach. JDK is composed of thousands of methods. Consequently, it would be time and resource consuming (if not impossible) to compare m against all of these methods. The initial selection is composed of two steps. In the first step, we select those JDK methods that are syntactically matching m (noted as MS 1 ). Two methods are syntactically matching if:
• They have the same return type, and • They have the same parameter type list (numbers of parameter as well as the same parameter types, whereas ignoring the order of the parameters and the identifiers of such parameters).
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The second step of the initial selection is to select JDK methods from MS 1 whose method names are lexically similar to that of the given subject method (m). Method names often convey rich semantic information and good method names reveal the functionality of the methods. Consequently, semantically equivalent methods often have similar method names as well. Based on this assumption, from the candidate JDK methods, we select those (noted as MS 2 ) for further comparison whose lexical similarity with m is greater than a threshold η. We compute the lexical similarity between m and MS 1 as follows. First, we split method names into a sequence of terms according to the popular camel case or snake case naming convention. Second, the lexical similarity between method names is computed by the following formula (proposed by our previous paper [23] :
where name 1 and name 2 are the method name of m 1 and m 2 , respectively. comterms(name 1 , name 2 ) is the number of terms appearing in both name 1 and name 2 . terms(name 1 ) and terms(name 2 ) are the number of terms appearing in name 1 and name 2 , respectively.
D. TEST CASE GENERATION AND CLONE DETECTION
For a given method m from subject applications, the evaluation terminates if there are no API methods that are both syntactically matching and lexically similar with m. Otherwise, we generate test cases (notated as TC) automatically for m with EvoSuite 2 tool. A number of approaches could generate unit test cases for a given method [24] - [27] . We select EvoSuite because of the following reasons. First, it is widely used and well-tested. Second, it provides powerful and easy-touse APIs. Third, it is developed jointly by Sheffield and other universities and the generated test cases can run directly on Junit [28] . EvoSuite automatically generates test cases with assertions for classes written in Java, and optimizes test suites towards satisfying branch coverage criterion. Consequently, the approach proposed in this paper can detect the semantically equivalent methods effectively (see Section IV-E4) by running the test cases generated by Evosuite. Algorithm 1 presents the algorithm to identify equivalent methods by running test cases. The input of the algorithm are the given subject method m, a set of potentially equivalent JDK methods MS 2 , and a set of test cases TC. The output (if any) is a pair of semantically equivalent methods.
For each JDK method Jm from MS 2 , we determine whether it is semantically equivalent to m as follows.
• First, we initialize the flag isEquivalent as TRUE (Line 2), which suggests that the given method m is potentially equivalent to Jm.
• For each test case tc from TC, we run it on Jm, and compare the results (R 2 (tc)) against the corresponding for each tc in TC do 4: /* retrieve the running results from database */ 5:
if R 1 (tc) == NULL then 7:
Store(m, tc, R 1 (tc)) 9: end if 10: /* run the test case on Jm */ 11:
if R 2 (tc) ! = R 1 (tc) then 13: /* They are inequivalent, 14: and the comparison terminate*/ 15: isEquivalent = FALSE; 16: break ; 17: end if 18: end for 19: if isEquivalent == TRUE then 20: SM ←< m, Jm >
21:
end if 22: end for results of m, i.e., R 1 (tc). We run m on test case tc once (Line 7), and store the results R 1 (tc) in a database (Line 8). As a result, when R 1 (tc) is required next time (while comparing m against next JDK method), it could be retrieved quickly from the database.
• If R 2 (tc) ! = R 1 (tc), Jm and m are inequivalent (Line 12).
In this case, we set isEquivalent = FALSE (Line 15), and the comparison between Jm and m terminates (Line 16).
• If the comparison does not terminate until all test cases are executed as specified in the preceding paragraph, the flag isEquivalent = TRUE at the end of the inner iteration (Line 19). In this case, Jm and m are declared semantically equivalent (Line 20).
IV. EVALUATION
In this section, we present the evaluation of the proposed approach on ten well-known open-source applications.
A. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The evaluation investigates the following research question:
• RQ1: How does the threshold η influence the performance of the proposed approach? What is the optimal setting of the threshold ?
• RQ2: Does the proposed approach outperform the stateof-art approaches in identifying semantically equivalent method pairs?
• RQ3: How does the syntax and lexical similarity based filtration influence the performance of the proposed approach? To what extent can the filtration improve the efficiency of the proposed approach?
• RQ4: How many test cases on average should be run to determine the semantic equivalence (or inequivalence) between two methods?
• RQ5: How long does it take the proposed approach to identify semantically equivalent API methods? Research question RQ1 concerns the setting of lexical similarity based filtration. The threshold η is used in the lexical similarity based filtration to filter out such methods that are unlikely to be semantically equivalent to the given method. To improve the efficiency of the proposed approach, we only select those methods whose lexSim >= η for further comparison, and others are excluded for further comparison. The setting of the threshold η can significantly influence the effect of the filtration. If η is too large, many pairs of semantically equivalent methods may be filtered out, which will significantly reduce the recall of the proposed approach. If η is too small, however, the filtration cannot effectively reduce the computational complexity of the proposed approach.
Research question RQ2 concerns the precision of the proposed approach. We compare the proposed approach against HitoshiIO 3 [29] . To the best of our knowledge, HitoshiIO is the latest publicly available tool to detect semantically similar methods. Comparing the proposed approach against HitoshiIO may help to reveal whether the proposed approach outperforms the state-of-art approaches in detecting semantic clones. We also compare against the well-known copy-paste clone detector PMD 4 because it is well-known and widely used.
Research question RQ3 concerns the effect of the syntax and lexical similarity based filtration. To reduce the number of JDK methods that the given method should be compared to, Section III-C proposed two filtrations: syntax based filtration and lexical similarity based filtration. These measures are critical because they can exclude a significant percentage of JDK methods from further expensive dynamic comparison (testing), which makes the proposed approach less time consuming. By answering RQ3, we may discover how effective each of the filtrations is, and why the proposed approach could be so efficient.
Research question RQ4 concerns the efficiency of testbased equivalent detection. Investigation into this question helps to reveal why the proposed approach is efficient.
Research question RQ5 concerns the time complexity of the proposed approach. Investigation into this question helps to evaluate the feasibility and scalability of the proposed approach.
B. PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION
To facilitate the evaluation of the proposed approach, we implement the proposed approach as a prototype, called Tisem 5 (Test-based Identification of Semantically Equivalent Methods). Tisem is a plug-in of Eclipse. We select Eclipse because it is a well-known open-source platform. It provides powerful tools, e.g., JDT , for static source code analysis.
Tisem generates and runs test cases via APIs of EvoSuite. EvoSuite is a popular and powerful tool for test case generation.
To facilitate the syntax based filtration of JDK methods, Tisem extracts and stores the information about JDK methods in a database powered by Navicat. 6 We select Navicat because it has intuitive graphical user interface that makes it easy to create, organize, and share database.
C. SUBJECT APPLICATIONS
We select ten well-known and open-source Java applications 7 from Github for evaluation. A brief introduction of the selected applications is presented in Table 1 . Such subject applications are selected because of the following reasons. First, the source code of these applications is public, which allows other researchers to repeat the evaluation. Second, these applications are well known. If such high-quality applications contain semantically equivalent methods, we may expect much more such methods in other applications.
Besides the ten subject applications, we also select a wellknown application (DrJava) 8 from GitHub to calibrate the proposed approach. DrJava is a lightweight development environment for writing Java programs.
D. PROCESS
For each of the ten subject applications, the evaluation is conducted as follows.
1) First, we apply Tisem to the subject application, and it will report a set of semantically equivalent method pairs (SM ). 2) Second, developers manually check each method pair < m, Jm > in SM to determine whether m and Jm are really semantically equivalent as reported by Tisem. The inspection is conducted by three participants who are master level students majored in computer science. All of them are familiar with code clone detection. They check the equivalence by reading the related source code and running additional test cases. All of the three participants manually check each pair of the reported equivalent methods, and make decisions independently. In the case of divergent decisions, the three participants are requested to discuss (or vote if needed). In our case they manage to reach agreements on all of the method pairs, and thus they do not vote at all.
3) Finally, we compute the precision of the approach based on the manual checking. Only if the reported method pair is manually confirmed, it is taken as a true positive. Otherwise, it is taken as a false positive.
E. RESULTS

1) RQ1: INFLUENCE OF THE THRESHOLD AND ITS CALIBRATION
As introduced in Section III, the proposed approach selects only a small set of JDK methods for test-based comparison against the given method. The filtration is composed of two phases. First, it selects syntactically matching JDK methods. Second, from the resulting methods, it selects lexically similar JDK methods for further comparison. The filtration based on lexical similarity has a threshold η. The setting of this threshold has significant impact on the performance of the proposed approach. To investigate how it influences the performance and to get the optimal setting, we calibrate it on a well-known open-source application DrJava. The results of the calibration is presented in Fig.3 and Fig.4 . Fig.3 presents the effect of the setting on the number of semantically equivalent method pairs (NUM 1 ) that are identified by Tisem. Fig.4 presents the influence of the setting on the number of method pairs that should be evaluated by running the test cases. In other words, Fig.3 and Fig.4 present the benefit (semantically equivalent method pairs) and cost (computation) of the proposed approach, respectively. A good setting of the threshold should achieve a balance between the benefit and the cost.
From the figures, we observe that:
• when η < 0.5, as η increases, NUM 1 decreases slightly and NUM 2 decreases rapidly.
• when η > 0.5, NUM 1 rapidly decreases with the increase of η, and the rate of NUM 2 declines obviously. Therefore, we set the default value of η to 0.5, which achieves a good balance between benefits and cost of the proposed approach. This default setting is also employed in the following evaluation if the setting not explicitly specified. 
2) RQ2: COMPARISON AGAINST THE STATE-OF-ART APPROACHES
To evaluate the precision of the proposed approach, we apply its implementation Tisem to ten well-known subject applications and manually check the results. Evaluation results are presented in Table 1 . The first column of the table presents the subject applications, and the second column presents the number of methods extracted from each subject application. The third column presents the number of semantically equivalent methods that are reported by the proposed approach. The fourth column presents the number of equivalent methods that are confirmed manually. From the table, we make the following observation:
• The proposed approach achieves a high precision in detecting semantically equivalent methods. In total, it identifies 212 methods from the subject applications that are semantically equivalent with some JDK methods. Among them, 208 are manually confirmed to be semantically equivalent. In other words, the precision of the approach is up to 98%(= 208/212).
• All the subject applications contain a significant number of methods that could be replaced with JDK methods. We have successfully identified such methods from all of the ten subject applications. On average, a subject application contains 21 such methods. One of he reasons why developers often re-implement existing API methods is that developers may be unaware of all the functionality JDK offer, because there are so many methods provided by JDK.
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FIGURE 5. An example of nearly equivalent methods.
As a side effect, the proposed approach may help to find out software defects. An illustrating example is presented in the Fig.5 . The two methods in Fig.5 are semantically equivalent because they share the same functionality: to validate whether the contents of two arrays are identical. To decide whether the two methods are semantically equivalent, EvoSuite automatically generate 9 test cases for the left method. On eight out of the nine test cases, the two methods generate the same output. However, on the last test case (a = byteArray [0] and b = null), the left method returns false whereas the right method throws a null pointer exception (code defect). Although the proposed approach would not report the two methods as semantically equivalent methods, it finds that they differ from each other slightly, which may be caused by an uncovered software defect. Consequently, it advises the programmer to check whether it is a software defect by presenting the only test case that distinguish the two methods.
To evaluate how often the semantically equivalent method pairs reported by the proposed approach could be found by existing clone detection tools, we compare against the stateof-art tools HitoshiIO and PMD. Evaluation results are presented in Table 2 . The first column of this table presents the subject applications, the second column presents the number of equivalent method pairs reported by Tisem, the third and fourth columns present the number of equivalent method pairs detected by HitoshiIO and PMD, respectively. From the table, we make the following observations:
• First, only a small number of the semantically equivalent methods could be identified by HitoshiIO and PMD. In total, HitoshiIO identifies only 16 out of the 212 method pairs (around 7.5% = 16/212), and PMD identifies 4 out of the 212 method pairs (around 1.89% = 4/212).
• Second, on 7 and 8 out of the 10 subject applications, HitoshiIO and PMD fails to identify any of the semantically equivalent methods identified by the proposed approach.
Based on the analysis on the preceding paragraphs, we conclude that most (92.5% and 98%) of the semantically equivalent method pairs identified by the proposed approach could not be detected by HitoshiIO and PMD. Consequently, we conclude that the proposed approach could be a useful supplement to existing clone detection tools.
3) RQ3: EFFECT OF SYNTAX AND LEXICAL SIMILARITY BASED FILTRATION
As introduced in Section III-C, the proposed approach selects only a small number of JDK method for comparison with syntax and lexical similarity based filtration. First, it selects syntactically matching JDK methods for further comparison, and excludes other JDK methods. Second, from the resulting methods, it excludes those methods whose method names are lexically dissimilar to the given method.
The effect of the filtration is illustrated in Table 3 . The first column of the table presents the subject applications, and the second column presents the number of methods extracted from each application. The third column presents the pairs of syntactically matching methods (for each pair of them, one comes from the subject application, and the other comes from JDK). The forth column presents the pairs of syntactically matching methods that are also lexically similar.
From the table, we make the following observation.
• First, the syntax-based filtration is effective. In theory we should compare in total 6, 875, 136 = 2, 238 × 3, 072 (the number of methods from subject applications multiplied by the number of JDK methods) pairs of methods to determine whether they are semantically equivalent. However, the syntax-based filtration reduces the number dramatically to 65,677. The reduction is up to 99%.
• Second, the lexical similarity based filtration is effective as well. Even after syntax-based filtration, we still have 65,677 pairs of methods to compare. The lexical similarity based filtration successfully further reduces the number by 93% (= 1-4,497/65,677).
• Finally, the syntax and lexical similarity based filtrations together greatly reduces the complexity of the proposed approach. The number of method pairs to be compared with test cases has been dramatically reduced by 99.93% (=6,870,639/6,875,136).
4) RQ4: EFFICIENCY OF TEST-BASED COMPARISON
Comparing methods by running test cases could be the most time and resource consuming phase of the proposed approach. A method pair is killed by a test case tc if R 1 (tc) ! = R 2 (tc) (i.e., they generate different output on the same test case tc). Once the method pair is killed, the comparison between the two methods terminates and no more test cases are needed. Consequently, if most of the method pairs are semantically inequivalent, only a small number of the test cases generated for them should be run. To investigate how many percentages of the generated test cases should be actually run, we record all test cases that are actually run by the proposed approach.
Results are presented in Table 4 . The first column of this table presents the subject applications, and the second column presents the number of methods extracted from each subject application. The third column presents the number of method pairs that should be compared by running test cases. The forth column presents the number of the method pairs that are killed by the first test cases. The fifth column presents the total number of test cases that are run actually.
From the table and figure, we make the following observation:
• First, in most cases we can determine whether two methods are semantically inequivalent by running only a single test case. 54% (= 2,417/4,497) of the method pairs are killed by the first test case.
• Second, most of the inequivalent method pairs are killed by the first one or two test cases. Inequivalent method pairs account for 95.3%(=4,285/4,497) of the method pairs to be compared by test cases. Consequently, killing such method pairs quickly is critical for the efficiency of the proposed approach. Fig.6 illustrates how such method pairs are killed. From this figure, we observe that up to 82%(=3,513/4,285) of the inequivalent method pairs are killed by no more than two use cases.
• Third, on average we only run 1. Based on the preceding analysis, we conclude that the approach is efficient, and it does not require too much computing resources because most method pairs are killed by no more than two test cases.
5) RQ5: TIME COMPLEXITY
We investigate the performance of the proposed approach by analyzing the CPU time of the proposed approach. The evaluation is conducted on a workstation with Inter i7, 16G RAM, and Windows 10. The total time that the proposed approach takes to evaluate the 10 Java subject applications (1,913,957 LOC) is around 43 minutes, which includes the time to extract methods from applications, to filter out API methods syntactically and lexically, to run test cases, and to analyze and identify clone pairs.
F. THREATS TO VALIDITY
A threat to external validity is that only ten applications are involved in the evaluation. The evaluation results may not hold if more subject applications are involved. To reduce the threat, we select such subject applications from GitHub that are popular, well-known, and belonging to different domains. If such high-quality and open-source applications contain methods that are semantically equivalent to JDK methods, it is likely that other applications may contain such kind of methods as well.
Another threat to the external validity is that only one API library (i.e., JDK) is involved. The conclusions drawn on JDK may not hold for other API libraries. JDK is selected because it serves as the basis of all Java applications. Consequently, replacing methods with equivalent JDK methods would not require any additional dependency on third-party libraries. In future, however, it would be interesting to apply the proposed approach to other API libraries.
A threat to the constructive validity is that the manual checking of the reported method pairs may be inaccurate. To reduce the threats, three developers check each method pair by reading the source code. To improve the accuracy, they are also requested to compare the methods by running test cases created by themselves.
Another threat to the constructive validity is that the proposed approach depends on the quality of test cases created by EvoSuite. EvoSuite reports method pairs inequivalent if one test case fails. However, the test cases generating tool EvoSuite may be buggy. In future, it would be interesting to apply other test case generation tools to validate outputs.
V. LIMITATION
The first limitation of the proposed approach is that it cannot identify semantically equivalent fragments within methods. As specified in Section I, to reduce the complexity of the proposed approach, it is confined to coarse-grained software entities: methods. In contrast, most of the existing clone detection tools can handle fine-grained source code fragments (smaller than methods). However, the proposed approach currently cannot handle such fine-grained fragments.
The second limitation of the proposed approach is that it may miss such semantically equivalent methods that have different parameter lists. In addition, the lexical similarity based filtration would filter out those method pairs whose name similarity is less than η. The filtration also has negative impact on the performance (especially its recall) of the approach.
The third limitation of the proposed approach is that it could not be applied to such methods that could not yet be compiled and run. Running the given methods on test cases is indispensable to the test-based comparison. Consequently, if the methods cannot be run successfully, the proposed approach cannot determine the semantical equivalence or inequivalence between the methods. By contrast, most of the existing clone detection tools can work on source code that is syntactically incorrect (and thus cannot be compiled).
Finally, to simplify the comparison, the proposed approach determines semantic clones only based on input and output, whereas takes no consideration on the side effects that the methods may produce, such as state-based behavior. It also filters out methods syntactically and lexically beforehand, which may miss some method pairs that have different signatures (even sub or super types) and names.
VI. RELATED WORK A. CODE CLONE
Code clones are the identical or similar code fragments in software system [1] . Code clones may result in a series of problems for software maintenance and evolution [2] . Carter et al. [10] divide code clones into four types: Type-1 (exact clone), Type-2 (renamed clone), Type-3 (nearmiss clone) and Type-4 (semantic clone). These definitions are widely used [11] - [15] . Elva and Leavens divide code clones into syntactic clones and semantic clones [30] . Syntactic clones are representationally identical or similar code, whereas semantic clones are functionally identical or similar code. Recently, semantic clones are called in several different ways, such as functionally equivalent code [31] , high-level concept clones [32] , functional redundancy code [33] , functionally similar clones (FSCs) [29] . Sometimes semantic clones specially refer to equivalent functionality, whereas sometimes FSCs are also called semantic clones. In this paper, we define Type-4 clones as functionally equivalent code fragments.
Code clones are often harmful [34] . They may increase the size of source code, raise more resource requirements, and promote fault propagation. Consequently, effective detection [35] , reconstruction [36] , and management of clone code are in demand [37] . Lague et al. [38] did a lot of great work on clone management. The major idea is that when developers add a new method into application, we should ensure that there is no duplicate in the source code. Besides that, developers should also ensure consistent modification of clone code.
B. CLONE DETECTION
The detection of clone code serves as the basis in the field of code clone [39] - [41] . It is critical for software maintenance [9] . Its general steps are preprocessing, transformation, matching detection, and generating clone reports [7] , [12] , [37] . Clone detection approaches can be split into two categories: static analysis based approaches and dynamic analysis based approaches.
1) STATIC ANALYSIS BASED APPROACHES
Static analysis based approaches first represent programs with an intermediate format, and then exploit corresponding algorithms to detect similar patterns as clone code. At present, a variety of static analysis based clone detection approaches have been proposed, such as text-based detection methods [13] , [32] , [42] - [46] , token-based detection methods [43] , [47] - [51] , AST-based detection methods [6] , [52] - [56] , graph-based detection methods [57] - [61] , metrics-based detection methods [52] , [53] , [62] , [63] , and learning-based detection methods [41] . The most popular clone detection tools include Dup [64] , Duploc [45] , NICAD [13] , [65] , CCFinder [47] , [66] , CP-Miner [48] , DECKARD [6] , and PMD [22] . Such tools not only facilitates software maintenance, but also greatly promotes the development of clone detection technologies by enabling the comparison among different detection approaches. However, according to the current research, static techniques based approaches can only detect syntactically similar code. For example, approaches based on text, token, or AST can only find clones with a completely different structure [19] . Most of functionally similar clones can not be detected by the current clone detection approaches [20] . Type-4 code clones are still at the beginning [67] .
2) DYNAMIC ANALYSIS BASED APPROACHES
Dynamic analysis based approaches detect clone by comparing functions when executing programs. Such approaches are promising in detecting semantic clone. Neubauer tracked Java bytecode to discover control and data flow dependencies during runtime, and detect similar flow as semantic code clones [68] . Kim et al. [69] proposed MeCC 9 to detect semantic clone codes by statically comparing the abstract memory states of the program. MeCC can accurately detect all the four types of clones, and most of Type-4 and some of Type-3 clone detected can not be identified by previous tools Deckard [6] and CCFinder [47] . It can be used to identify inconsistent changes in clone codes, to recommend candidate refactoring, and to help understand software evolution.
Kawrykow and Robillard [70] detected redundant codes that are functionally similar to API methods by abstracting representations of method bodies. They implemented the approach as a prototype iMaus. The approach is similar to the proposed approach in that both of them are to detect API imitation methods. However, we can not compare against iMaus because the tool is not available.
Jiang et al. [31] first presented the idea of detecting Type-4 clone codes by generating test-data, and implement a tool EqMiner to detect such clones in C language. They hypothesize that two pieces of code are functionally equivalent if they produce the same outputs on a set of random inputs. Inspired by EqMiner, Deissenboeck et al. [71] detected functionally equivalent code in Java with more flexible chunking. They detailed the challenge of detecting functionally similar code in Java programs based on dynamic analysis, and found that test-data driven based approach did not work well in object oriented code. Eva and Leavens [30] , [72] detected functionally similar code based on IOE-behavior, i.e., input-output behavior and effects of the method. When determining whether code pairs are semantic clone, they not only compare return values of the method and parameters passed to the method, but also compare changes made to the heap by the method. Suzuki et al. [73] proposed simis to detect functional similarity by interface-driven code search and output matching for sample inputs. To the best of our knowledge, simis is the latest test-data driven based approach to detect Type-4 clones. However, simis is not publicly available. Compared with simis, the proposed approach has no constraints on the data types. Second, it incorporate more types of methods (e.g., instance methods). Finally, it is more efficient than simis. It effectively kills potential clones by the first test case. Stemming from test driven development, Binamungu et al. [74] detect semantical equivalence in behaviourdriven development (BDD) [75] .
Su et al. [29] exploited test cases included in complex codebases as test data to identify functional similar methods. The approach does not need to execute potential clones in isolation, consequently it works well in object oriented codebases. The approach was implemented as tool HitoshiIO for Java. Compared to the proposed approach, HitoshiIO requires existing workloads to drive programs, which works well on competition code, e.g., Google Code Jam, because such projects have the same requirements, and the same input data (workloads) and output. However, real projects are rarely driven by the same workloads. The proposed apprach does not depends on such workload.
C. TEST CASE GENERATION
Generating test cases automatically is one of major research directions in the field of software testing. The relevant researchers have proposed a large number of approaches to generate test cases automatically. Weyuker et al. [76] proposed an approach based on the boolean specification. Burgess et al. [77] proposed an approach based on symbolic execution, which transform the variables as a symbol according to the execution sequence of the program, and then obtain the value of the variables. Bird and Munoz [78] proposed an approach to generate a large number of random test cases in a short time. Korel [79] proposed a dynamic approach based on the steps to generate test cases. In addition, Gupta et al. [80] introduced the dynamic approaches to generate test cases based on coverage. Currently, there are many tools that can automatically generate test cases, such as EvoSuite and Milu [81] . The development of these tools helps compare the semantic equivalence between methods, and thus serve as the basis of the proposed approach.
D. CODE SEARCH & CODE GENERATION
Recently, intelligent code search become one of the major research direction in the field of software engineering. The idea is to search for precise code both in syntax and in semantic. CodeGenie defines test cases and uses method names and signatures from the test cases to generate complex code search [82] . Reiss [83] and Shimonaka et al. [84] try to generate semantically equivalent methods by matching signature and return type of methods. Compared to the proposed approach, which focus on clone detection, such approaches work towards code suggestion.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
As an initial try to detect semantically equivalent clone, in this paper we propose a test-based approach to detecting methods that are semantically equivalent to JDK methods. The key of the approach is that it manages to reduce the time complexity by selecting only a small set of JDK methods for test-based comparison. The selection is based on syntactic matching and lexical similarity between methods. We also evaluate the proposed approach on open-source applications. Our evaluation results suggest that there do exist a significant number of methods in even high quality and well-known applications that could and should be replaced by JDK methods. Our evaluation results also suggest that the proposed approach is accurate in identifying such methods.
In future, it would be interesting to extend the proposed approach to other programming languages and other API libraries. The current implementation of the proposed approach is confined to Java and JDK. However, the approach itself is not confined to Java or JDK, and it can be extended to other languages and other libraries.
In future, it would be interesting to investigate the impact of test case generation tools on the performance of the proposed approach. In Section IV-E4, we employ EvoSuite to generate test cases for test-based equivalence detection. Since the test cases are critical for the detection, it would be interesting to investigate how different test case generation algorithms influence the precision, recall, and time complexity of the proposed approach.
In future, it would be interesting to investigate the reasons why developers re-implement existing API methods. One of the reasons may be that they are not aware of the existence of corresponding API methods. However, there may be non-functional reasons to implement a semantically similar method. As a future research, it would be interesting to look into the potential reasons why semantically equivalent methods exist.
